ADR:
A Smart Solution
for Crowded
Court Dockets
By Robert D. Lang

P

erhaps no area has seen a greater rise in the use
of mediation and arbitration than high stakes personal injury cases. Whether cases are in their earlier
stages or on the trial calendar, both plaintiff and defense
attorneys are increasingly using alternative dispute resolution (ADR) to resolve their cases. Personal injury
litigation is particularly well suited to mediation, unlike
business and commercial litigation, where there is often
a greater common interest, if not collegiality, between
counsel for the plaintiff and counsel for the defendant.
The nature of these claims, other than in class actions, is
such that the roles counsel play could easily be reversed,
as both counsel are generally as experienced and comfortable representing the plaintiff in a commercial or business
dispute as they are the defendant. This common ground
helps communication between opposing counsel, which
can lead to settlement without the involvement of a third
party to facilitate negotiations. This is not the case for
personal injury counsel.
One of the great untruths in personal injury litigation
is that a lawyer never should be the first one to raise the
prospect of settlement. Few statements are less accurate;
lawyers well know that more than 90% of all personal
injury cases settle. It is counterproductive to pretend
otherwise. Moreover, it is sound business practice to consider settlement as soon as practicable because it reduces
litigation costs and expenses. For the defense side in particular, the longer a case is pending the greater is the possibility that the defendant’s officers and employees are no
longer willing to testify for the defendant or have become
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ex-officers and ex-employees. What if an employee who
would be asked to testify was fired for cause? If that
cause is related to honesty, that is something that counsel
for the plaintiff will be sure to probe and bring before
the jury. Even if the employee is still with the company,
that employee may have been transferred, perhaps across
the country or to another country. Having that witness
leave work to appear in trial is a costly and unnecessary
proposition, if the reason is that the attorney refuses to
discuss settlement with the adversary unless the adversary brings up the topic first. Clients are usually ill served
by attorneys who refuse to broach the topic of settlement
for fear of being considered weak or afraid. Fortunately,
most attorneys now welcome the opportunity to use ADR
to resolve their cases.

Glamour vs. Results
While one may debate whether law school adequately
prepares graduates for the practice of law, and whether
law school should be two or three years, most agree
that law school fails to address one of the fastest-growing
and most important areas of the law: alternative dispute
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resolution. Mediation and arbitration achieve faster, less
expensive and comparable results to old-time, traditional
litigation, with its numerous court appearances, conferences, hearings, trials and appeals. Yet some lawyers
privately prefer to take a jury verdict for the personal
satisfaction. The lawyer has never lived who does not
feel an adrenalin rush on hearing the words, “the jury is
in.” Many lawyers visualize that moment, based upon
books, movies and TV. In film and television, when the
foreman of the jury says, “We find the defendant guilty/
not guilty,” the whole world appears poised to hear the
verdict. The camera swiftly moves to the faces of the victors and the vanquished. Especially regarding defense
work, nothing binds a lawyer with the client more than a
“DV” – defense verdict. To have the client and the claims
examiner and supervisor in the courtroom when the
jury returns a defense verdict is the closest most defense
lawyers will come to the pantheon of great theater,
which trial lawyers crave. The celebration immediately
afterward, usually with adult beverages, further cements
the relationship between the defense attorney, client and
carrier.
Certainly no such moments of jubilation or despair
occur when the arbitration award is received in the mail.
To be sure, lawyer, and their clients will be happy or
sad, but there is no great moment of total victory. More
common is the low-key firm handshake or “job well
done” email received from clients when arbitrations and
mediations are concluded. An earlier and less expensive
resolution of the case is not as glamorous as a jury trial,
but, in many instances, it is the best way for an attorney
to zealously represent the client’s best interests.

in cases – especially when a relative or friend is whispering contrary advice in a plaintiff’s ear, advice based on
their memory of an entirely different personal injury case
or a “made for television” courtroom drama. The entry
of a mediator, often referred to as “Judge” and sporting
more grey in his or her hair than the lawyers involved in
the case, can often persuade reluctant plaintiffs to settle
when their own attorneys are unable to do so.
There are attorneys who, although revered within their
firm and among clients as “courtroom lawyers”, and razor
sharp on the rules of the evidence, recognize that they
do not necessarily have the same high skill set when it
comes time to settle the case. Courtroom lawyers who can
be “compelled” to mediate a case allow clients and carriers to resolve the litigation earlier, with less expense and
uncertainty. Attorneys who only deal with their adversaries as mortal enemies rarely fare well in the setting of a
mediation. Mediators often encourage an atmosphere of
dialogue and communication that promotes resolution of
a case. Attorneys who can argue with their adversaries yet
maintain cordial relationships with them – retaining some
sense of humor – will do better at mediation.
Another consideration is the inevitable delays in courtroom litigation, with its attendant costs. For example, in
many venues, it can be years between the time a case is
placed on the trial calendar and when it is first called to
select a jury. Even then, the actual start of a case may be
delayed further if witnesses or counsel are unavailable
– especially if some of the attorneys are already actually
engaged in trial. On the plaintiff’s side, a long wait is
a big downside. For defense counsel and carriers, costs
relentlessly accrue over time – another reason why mediation in personal injury cases is gaining traction.

Plaintiff’s Bar vs. Defendant’s Bar
In today’s world, the ability to settle, not just try, cases
can often be a most valuable asset for clients and carriers.
However, personal injury litigators do not enjoy the collegiality of business and commercial litigators. Attorneys
who typically represent plaintiffs in high-level personal
injury cases are rarely, if ever, retained by insurance companies for self-insureds to represent defendants in those
same cases. Likewise, the attorneys representing defendants in personal injury suits, who are customarily paid
on an hourly or alternative fee basis, seldom represent
plaintiffs in those same types of cases, where compensation is based upon a contingency fee. Indeed, some carriers require that their panel counsel agree not to represent
any plaintiffs at all in personal injury cases. The resulting
“opposite sides of the aisle” and “give no quarter” mentality of most plaintiffs’ and defense counsel in personal
injury cases can lead to skyrocketing legal fees and costs.
Given these circumstances, the addition of a third-party
neutral or mediator can not only jump-start some negotiations but also lead the talks to a successful conclusion.
In personal injury cases, plaintiffs’ counsel can have
difficulty conveying to their clients the risks and problems
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The ADR Offensive
For the Plaintiff
Often, mediation can be used to hide a significant problem in a case, because it promotes conclusion of a matter
before the adversary knows of the difficulty. For example,
a plaintiff in a personal injury case may be unable to
appear for deposition, a court hearing, or trial for any
number of reasons, including deportation, incarceration,
or drug or alcohol rehabilitation. Or it may be that a key
witness has had a falling out with the plaintiff and, therefore, is no longer willing to cooperate and testify on the
plaintiff’s behalf. ADR can also conceal adverse medical
histories. For example, a plaintiff may have a medical
history which shows that the same body parts involved
in the present lawsuit were the subject of prior claims
and even testimony by the plaintiff. If these prior injuries
cannot be explained adequately as being unrelated to the
present injuries, plaintiff’s counsel understandably want
to avoid interrogatory answers, bills of particulars and
testimony by the plaintiff becoming known to defense
counsel. In all these scenarios, the timing of the offer to
mediate is critical.

The moment of truth can also come for plaintiff’s
counsel when trial is near. Although excellent attorneys
in their own right, many lawyers for the plaintiff prefer
to hire outside trial counsel if aspects of personal injury
cases are outside their immediate areas of expertise.
However, with the retention of trial counsel comes a
reduction of the fee which plaintiff’s counsel will receive.
Typically, a trial attorney will receive a contingency fee,
one-third of the amount recovered. Thus, the plaintiff’s
attorneys may turn to private mediation to resolve the
case so that, whatever the plaintiff recovers, the plaintiff’s
attorney will receive the full one-third amount and not
have to share the recovery with another attorney.
To avoid tipping their hand to defense counsel, plaintiff’s counsel can approach defense counsel and casually suggest that the case be mediated, maybe not even
mentioning any particular reason. Or, plaintiff’s counsel
might suggest that several other cases with the same carrier be resolved on the same day or might make passing
reference to “getting some money before the end of the
year.” Planting the seed of a mediated settlement before
defense counsel are aware there may be a problem in the
plaintiff’s case can be an effective technique, benefiting
the plaintiff and the plaintiff’s attorneys.
Here is where art and skill can make all the difference.
Plaintiff’s counsel cannot appear too eager to mediate
the case; otherwise, defense counsel, who are notoriously
skeptical of plaintiffs, may suspect that the plaintiff’s
attorney is playing “hide the thimble.” Any suggestion
by the attorney for the plaintiff that the case be mediated, especially when the facts are such that an objective
observer could conclude that the suit is anything but
ripe for resolution, can raise suspicions. The attorney
for the plaintiff will therefore try to set up a scenario
where defense counsel will suggest the case be mediated.
Or, the attorney for the plaintiff might innocently point
out to the judge that perhaps the suit can be removed
from the crowded docket if only the parties could bring
themselves to agree on mediation, whether with a courtappointed mediator or a private mediator. No matter
the particular words used, it is critical that the plaintiff’s
attorney not appear overly anxious, even though the
plaintiff is intensely motivated to have the case settled
before defense counsel becomes aware of the problems
the plaintiff is seeking to veil.

For the Defense
Of course, defense counsel also may view mediation as a
way to circumvent a weakness in their case. For example,
a main defense witness may have been fired. Or a witness could have left the employer and no longer will
cooperate. Perhaps compromising information is in the
witness’s personnel file. There are even circumstances
where defense counsel knows, but counsel for the plaintiff does not, that a major defense witness will not or will
fail to cooperate in the defense but may be eager to assist

the plaintiff. The lawyer for the defendant can likewise
pick up the phone or, when seeing his adversary in court,
innocently suggest that the case be mediated (for any
reason), perhaps stating that it is “time to clear up some
inventory” or “time to get this case off the calendar.”
The point remains the same: when one side knows, but
the other does not, that there is a significant problem in
the case (often the situation), mediation can be an effective way to make sure the case is concluded without the
adversary’s knowing the problem.

Selecting the Mediator
All too often, attorneys rely on the recommendations of
others in the critical step of mediator selection. It is all
well and good for a lawyer to canvas the attorneys of
the firm or ask colleagues for recommendations. However, those recommendations may fail to address critical
relationships between the potential mediator and your
adversary, and the prior track records that mediator has
with your insurer or claims examiner. If the case proceeds
to a mediation and does not settle, or does not settle on
terms your insurer finds acceptable, a lawyer can expect
questions from the claims supervisor as to why the particular mediator was selected. If that lawyer has nothing
more to fall back on than the general reputation of the
mediator, that response will likely be found inadequate
– especially if the mediation goes poorly. A satisfactory
response is that the attorney has had several cases with
that specific mediator and those proceedings had good
results; this answers the carrier’s legitimate questions as
to why a particular mediator was selected for this specific
case.
Care also should be taken to ensure that the mediator
is not a “personal favorite” of your opposing attorney.
Although you do want a mediator who can be persuasive
with your adversary, too close a relationship may give
rise to the suggestion of partisanship, tilting the playing
field in favor of your opponent. Learn which mediators
are usually requested by your adversary and carefully
weigh the pros and cons of agreeing to a mediator specifically recommended by the adversary.
One approach is to speak to your adversary at the
beginning of the case and ask generally which mediators he or she uses and which mediators he or she seeks
to avoid; in essence, share general information without
making specific reference to the controversy at hand,
before mediation is considered. Most lawyers learn to
take note of their adversary’s preferences and remember
them when the time comes to agree upon a mediator for
the case at hand.
Useful intelligence about which mediators to select
or to avoid can be obtained by asking colleagues, often
with other law firms, about prior cases they may have
had with your adversary. If an attorney learns that the
adversary prefers certain mediators over others, that
intelligence can be used in creating strategies for mediatNYSBA Journal | February 2014 | 25

ing pending cases. It is important not only to know which
mediators were used, but whether the mediations were
successful. There is little purpose in choosing a mediator
because he or she has a winning personality and fawns
over you when your client is present at the mediation.
The case cannot be settled if a mediator displays partiality. Whether the mediator, through various skills,
wisdom and cajoling, can bring the parties across the
finish line is critical. Everything else is, as they say, just
“conversation.”
With a particularly difficult case, it can be quite
beneficial to recommend (or “reluctantly” agree upon)
a mediator who has successfully concluded cases with
your adversary. Keep in mind the prior track record of a
mediator during the all-important selection process.

economists, actuaries, vocational rehabilitation experts,
treating physicians and other experts. Many an attorney
in the personal injury field has ruefully acknowledged
that perhaps he or she would have been better off becoming a doctor, given the hefty fees these expert witnesses
earn for testimony in court. Moreover, these fees have to
be paid in advance and are not refundable, since a doctor
has to sacrifice his or her entire workday to give testimony. Without such expert testimony, however, the case
can fail on either side. Mediation is one of the best ways
to have the benefits of expert testimony, without paying
anew for the experts to appear in court. The expert’s
report, previously exchanged in discovery, can be utilized
by either side in advocating its position. Substantial cost
savings can be realized, with benefits to both the plaintiff’s and defense counsel.

Mediating During Trial
Venues with favorable jury pools invite plaintiffs’ lawyers to avoid mediation. One of the great variables in
personal injury law is the jury. Lawyers in all fields agree
that no one can predict what a jury will do, especially
when potential jurors are drawn from backgrounds similar to those of plaintiffs in personal injury cases. One of
the strongest cards that plaintiff’s counsel can hope to
play is that the jury will be sympathetic to the plaintiff’s
claims, especially on damages. Hoping to “ring the bell,”
some plaintiff’s counsel therefore prefer not to engage
in serious settlement discussions until the jury has been
selected and opening statements given. They are keenly
aware that insurance carriers for defendants in major
personal injury cases are also mindful of the risks of
submitting cases with large corporate defendants to sympathetic juries. To be sure, motions can be made to satisfy
or reduce verdicts, and appeals can be taken. However,
there is no certainty that such motions or appeals would
be successful, and all of this militates against settling the
case where a “good” jury for the plaintiffs is available or
has been picked.
Although some attorneys therefore dismiss mediation
as a viable option in such cases, the fact is that mediation is particularly helpful once the jurors are selected so
that, with deference to Donald Rumsfeld, there are fewer
“unknown unknowns.” In many instances, the most
effective and to-the-point mediations take place on the
eve of trial or even during trial, with the case proceeding during the day and mediation taking place at night.
Not only are there fewer variables – discovery has been
completed and sometimes testimony is already under
way – but since both sides are actually engaged in trial,
the mediation quickly gets to the point and proceeds
more swiftly, with less haggling. At this point, both sides
know that the legal landscape may change tomorrow as
witnesses are called and cross-examined.
Major personal injury cases require expert witnesses,
certainly on damages but also on liability. Those witnesses called by the plaintiff and defendant include engineers,
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Arbitration
Several forms of alternative dispute resolution match
well with personal injury cases. Arbitration is one. At
first blush, one can assume that attorneys for the plaintiff
would be loath to arbitrate any case, since they will be
giving up their right to have the case heard and determined by the jury. This analysis is overly simplistic.
First, some plaintiff’s counsel will not want their client’s case to be heard by a jury because the jury pool may
be more conservative than the sitting judge in the particular venue. In those instances, counsel for the plaintiff
may not even request a jury trial. Rather, it will be defense
counsel who, if given the option, would request a trial by
jury.
Second, in many jurisdictions, the wait for trial is
greater when the case is placed on the docket for jury
trials. Depending on the jurisdiction and venue, the
time between the case being called for trial in a jury as
opposed to a non-jury setting may be years, not months.
Since the attorney for the plaintiff is paid only when the
case is resolved, whether by verdict or settlement, plaintiff’s counsel has an incentive to ask that the case be tried
before the court, and not before a jury. By the same token,
insurance carriers may be more inclined to ask for a jury
trial. The delay in resolution, particularly when there is
a jury pool perceived to be favorable to the defendant,
works against the plaintiff.
As far as defense counsel are concerned, although
required to represent their clients zealously, they know
that a jury trial takes longer to try than a non-jury case
because of delays due to the scheduling of jurors. Indeed,
the jury selection process – although quick in some
jurisdictions – can take days or weeks in others. Jurors
have to be available. A judge has to either sit in a room
during jury selection or be available when rulings are
needed on jurors. Lawyers will have to wait until the
judge is available to make those rulings. All of this adds
time. With plaintiff’s counsel, their fee is based upon a
percentage of the case’s resolution; but defense counsel

have the proverbial “meter” running when they are in
court, waiting for the case to be called, waiting for jurors
to be summoned, and during the selection process and
challenges, whether for cause or peremptory. Offering
to mediate or arbitrate and therefore eliminate the jury
is not necessarily something that the plaintiff’s attorneys
will find objectionable; it may even be desirable to them,
depending on the case.
Moreover, submitting a case to arbitration allows
attorneys for the plaintiff the opportunity to sidestep
potentially difficult problems which otherwise would
take up time in court. For example, although the major
players usually testify at arbitration, in many proceedings, each side will introduce evidence by affidavit and,
with respect to medical evidence, provide medical reports
rather than having the expert testify on the stand. If these
major players were called as witnesses, either side might
be able to score points by cross-examining such witnesses
at trial. Arbitration avoids exposing weaknesses that
could be revealed by the opposition’s cross-examination.

High-Low Agreement
Nor is that all. In arbitration, lawyers for both sides can
take into account the probable value of the case, based
upon the venue and a likely jury pool, without undergoing the time and expense of a jury trial, and the uncertainty of what a jury may do. Often, the parties agree
upon a “high-low” for the arbitration. One obvious benefit of a high-low agreement is that there is certainty on
both sides. Plaintiff’s counsel fear a defense verdict with
no monies being paid to the plaintiff, or having a jury so
dislike their client’s case that it awards only a small figure. By having a guaranteed “low,” the attorney for the
plaintiff avoids such a situation.
The agreement on a “high” resolves the opposite
problem. Defendants and their carriers fear a verdict
which is higher than what is reasonably anticipated and
which may withstand a motion to satisfy or reduce, or
an appeal. Insurance carriers hold monies in reserve
for outstanding claims, and one way for them to make
certain that the reserve is adequate is by agreeing upon a
“high.” In complex personal injury suits, high-low arbitration agreements yield real and undeniable advantages
for both sides.
From Mediation to Arbitration
The relationship between mediation and arbitration is
such that sometimes one can flow into the other. For
example, the parties mediate the case but are unable to
bridge the final gap. Often, they will propose arbitrating the case but based on the high-low derived from the
last demand and the last offer at the mediation. In such
instances, the parties often will agree to arbitrate the
case before the same individual who served as mediator. There are several reasons for this. One is that the
mediator is already familiar with the case, having read

the mediation submissions and heard argument. Another
reason is when an attorney believes that the mediator
warmed to his or her arguments and therefore that attorney could have an advantage when the case is decided on
the merits. However, some mediators decline to arbitrate
cases they have mediated. Their reasons for doing so are
various, including the concern that, having previously
recommended a stated dollar figure for settlement after
hearing the evidence, that opinion may change, and the
attorney who, in essence, “relied” upon the earlier recommendation made in mediation, can hold the arbitration
award against that mediator and therefore choose not to
use that individual in future ADR.

Experts
The choice of doctors retained in complex personal injury
cases can directly impact the choice of whether to litigate,
arbitrate or mediate. The attorneys for the plaintiff do not
have a free choice in selecting all of the expert witnesses.
Treating physicians for plaintiffs, emergency room personnel, the plaintiff’s personal or family physician, and
those doctors who performed surgery typically “come
with the case.” All other experts, however, are selected
by the attorney, whether the lawyer be for the plaintiff or
the defendants.

The ability to settle, not just try,
cases can often be a most valuable
asset for clients and carriers.
In that selection process, due care is given for the
professional background of the experts in medicine, biomechanical engineering, forensics, fire, vocational rehabilitation, and economics. The vetting of the experts is
critical, as each side knows that the other is likely to check
the experts’ backgrounds and scrutinize the bona fides of
their expertise. These credentials checks could uncover
possible prior lawsuits against an expert. Attorneys for
both sides will obtain and meticulously examine the
testimony and reports the experts have given in the past.
Some lawyers lean toward experts with impressive
academic and professional backgrounds, with curriculum vitae which can run for pages. These experts tend to
stand up well on questioning of their expertise.
Experts with stellar academic credentials should be
compared with others who, although qualified, may not
have outstanding academic and professional pedigrees.
However, when it comes time to testify at trial, many
such experts have Teflon-like qualities, and it is difficult
for opposing counsel to score points in their cross-examination. Undoubtedly, it would be best that the expert has
both superior academic and professional qualifications
and comes across to a jury as do iconic fictional doctors
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(such as Drs. James Kildare, Christina Yang and Steve
Hardy).
Now comes the time for resolution of the case. The
brilliantly written reports by experts with academic and
professional credentials of the highest order help persuade the opposing side to lower its expectations and
seek a settlement. But . . . not so fast! Lawyers may find
that the extremely well-qualified experts they retained,
although brilliant, do not relate well to jurors and can
become unduly combative on the stand. In these circumstances, lawyers who retained combative doctors suggest,
and strongly prefer, mediation or arbitration so that they
can rely on the expert’s well-written and well-crafted
report rather than have the jury hear live testimony from
a mercurial doctor.
One way to approach this subject, which requires
some delicacy and finesse, is to “helpfully” suggest that
everyone agree not to pay these doctors the exorbitant
fees required for live testimony – often nonrefundable –
and instead have each side rely upon the written submission of the expert.
However, what if counsel have retained experts who
are beloved by juries, who can talk away a question and
look at jurors with soft, wise, grandfatherly eyes (like a
Dr. Marcus Welby or a Dr. Oz) knowing that whatever
the shortcomings in the doctor’s opinion, the jurors will
like the doctor and believe the testimony? Clearly, this is
a-game-within-a-game of courtroom acrobatics, tactics
and strategies, in which each side seeks to maximize the
strength of the expert and mask or minimize the weaknesses, and is using alternative dispute resolution and
litigation concurrently to strengthen its position.

The Process
In settlement negotiations, attorneys scrutinize their
opponents’ body language and their tone of voice. But
during mediation, the parties are separated. Typically,
after each side has made an opening presentation to the
mediator, the remaining proceedings go forward with
one side sitting by itself in a room while the other side
engages with the mediator in another break-out room.
Although the attorneys will seek to anticipate the adversary’s bottom line as numbers are proposed, to a large
extent each side relies upon the mediator to find and,
even more important, achieve, the client’s settlement
objective.
Depending upon the trust the attorneys place in
the mediator, the lawyers may hold back on their final
number, whether it be a demand or an offer. Other times,
if there is a track record between the lawyers and the
mediator, the lawyers may be more open and let the
mediator know their final authority, in confidence that
the mediator will not abuse that trust. In this regard, most
private mediators realize that the key to their success is in
achieving a settlement that will maximize their opportunity of being retained in the future. Mediators who betray
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confidences, give false expectations and, most important,
fail to deliver, are rarely hired again, no matter how pleasing their personality.
There may also be instances where one side’s expert is
subject to a serious professional disciplinary proceeding
or is about to have a malpractice suit reach trial. In these
circumstances, that side may try to resolve the lawsuit
in which the expert is slated to testify before, not after,
the adversary becomes aware of the impending possible
negative on that expert’s qualifications. A call to the
adversary suggesting mediation is one way to avoid the
unpleasantness of having that expert cross-examined on
the recent “problem.”
Private mediators who are selected for personal injury
cases are specifically chosen because they have knowledge, not only of the law, but of the value of personal
injuries with particular emphasis on the county or district in which the case will be tried. Law clerks to federal
judges usually have exceptional academic backgrounds,
expert research skills, and they write brilliantly. When
asked to value personal injuries, however, they will not
perform as well. Law school teaches how to research
issues of law, statutes, and regulations, but not how to
put a dollar amount on redress for a quadriceps tendon
rupture, acute tears of the posterior horn of the medial
meniscus with multiple surgeries and possible future
surgery. Accordingly, when a complex personal injury
case comes before a judge at a settlement conference,
the law clerk and law secretary may not prove to be the
best resource for the judge (and litigants). That is why
seasoned private mediators, rather than academically
distinguished young law clerks and law secretaries, are
better suited to resolving such cases.

Dramatic Differences Between Plaintiff and Defense
Counsel in Personal Injury Lawsuits
As mentioned earlier, in litigation involving commercial
or business interests, attorneys are capable of representing either side in the dispute. In a corporate takeover
dispute, for example, Skadden may be representing the
target company, opposing Wachtell, Lipton representing
the corporation seeking to acquire; in their next encounter, their positions may be reversed, with Wachtell, Lipton
representing the target company and Skadden representing the acquiring company. In this type of practice, lawyers are not wedded to one point of view, one strategy
or one state of mind; they can represent either side of the
transaction, with equal skill and fervor. The same is true
in other areas of law, such as real estate, securities, banking and corporate transactions.
Not so in personal injury suits. The lawyers who typically represent plaintiffs scoff at the thought of representing insurance companies being sued because of an allegedly defective product, negligence or torts. Lawyers who
represent defendants in personal injury cases rarely, if
ever, represent plaintiffs, and complain that some lawyers

will take any case where there is a significant injury and
then try to conjure up facts to support a claim. Plaintiffs’
attorneys grumble that the lawyers sent by defense counsel to court barely have authority to settle cases, state they
are “handling someone else’s” file and do little – other
than delay proceedings. The attorneys for defendants
counter that the lawyers sent to court by the plaintiff are
young, inexperienced per diem stand-ins, who are paid
just to cover the court conference, have little knowledge
of the case and no settlement authority. Defense lawyers
are paid on an hourly basis and are paid as the case proceeds, whereas plaintiffs’ attorneys are not compensated
based upon their time and are paid, if at all, only a share
of the monies their clients receive.
From the sole standpoint of fees, the best result for a
plaintiff’s lawyer is a large sum of money for the client,
one-third of which is kept by the lawyer, who has spent
only a minimal amount of time on the case. The optimal
financial result for defense lawyers is for their client
to have paid little or no monies to the plaintiff, while
defense counsel, with their hourly rate, have spent hours
achieving that result.
Although collegial relationships can exist between
attorneys for plaintiffs and defendants in personal injury
cases, there is a definite divide, and a certain distrust by
each side of the other. Indeed, although both plaintiff and
defense lawyers may be active in bar associations, they
often do not serve on the same committees, as they do not
have the same interests. More often, each side will gravitate to its own bar association. Attorneys for plaintiffs join
plaintiff-oriented bar associations such as the American
Association for Justice (AAJ), while defense lawyers join
the Defense Research Institute (DRI). Defense lawyers
may join AAJ, but AAJ has committees, seminars, and
litigation materials which are available only to those AAJ
members who are part of the plaintiff’s bar. Lawyers in
“mixed” groups are less likely to let down their guard,
especially since they may be thinking not only of their
current case, but also the other pending cases in their
offices against the same adversaries. It is no surprise
that direct negotiation between such adversaries, when
it comes time to settle cases, is neither smooth nor easy.
Adding a mediator to the mix is often a necessary and
welcome method by which such cases can be resolved.
Judges may try to settle cases in court. Although their
interest is sincere, and they may sometimes succeed,
there are several impediments to their efforts. First, some
judges, particularly federal court judges, are reluctant to
become involved in settlement discussions in cases they
may later try. Settlement is, therefore, handled by magistrate judges and, in some jurisdictions, law secretaries
or law clerks. The result is that the most knowledgeable
jurists may be the least involved in major settlement
efforts.
Second, judges usually seek to place a value on the
case and persuade the parties that their evaluation is

correct and should be accepted. However, the settlement
process works better when the settlement figure evolves,
rather than is imposed. If the plaintiff’s attorney has
evaluated the case at a certain figure for settlement purposes, or if the claims examiner on the defense side has
reserved the case at a particular number, the fact that a
judge may have a different number in mind may hinder
a final settlement agreement.
Third, resolving a large personal injury case takes a
great deal of maneuvering and time – which courts do not
have. Often, mediations stretch over hours and may be
conducted in sessions over several days. Due to budgetary constraints, the court system does not afford the time
needed for long, extended settlement conferences. Private
mediations, held outside the court, can start early in the
morning, continue all day and into the night, if necessary,
provided the parties are motivated and the opportunity
to resolve the case is perceived to be obtainable, if only
more time, cajoling, pushing and prodding – and giving
and taking – can occur.
Private mediation is the best way to resolve larger
multi-party personal injury cases for several reasons.
Such cases often have multiple defendants – drivers of
vehicles, manufacturers, inspectors, owners, managers,
supervisors and subcontractors of all kinds. It is difficult
to have meaningful settlement discussions unless all the
parties are present. One of the only ways to have all the
players together is in private mediation when the date
is cleared in advance and the money people and claims
supervisors with authority to settle are present.

Court-Ordered vs. Private Mediation
There is a significant difference between parties attending a compulsory court settlement conference or courtordered mediation, as compared to those attending
private mediation. In the former, the parties are required
to appear, whether they wish to or not. One or both sides
may not even be interested in talking settlement at that
stage, for any number of reasons. They will appear at
the settlement conference solely because they have been
directed to do so by the court. That is a far cry from the
attitude and motivation necessary to sit down and negotiate a settlement. Further, although public mediations may
be less expensive than private mediations, in cases where
the demand for settlement is seven figures, the cost of
several thousand dollars for a private mediator is not a
deterrent for either side.
In comparison, when the parties agree to private
mediation, although they may speak confidently and
longingly of having the case tried, they are actually sending the message that they are willing to expend significant effort to settle the case. Furthermore, since private
mediators are paid meaningful fees, no side is going to
pay for those fees and commit to having attorneys spend
several hours negotiating unless each side is serious
about trying to resolve the case. Committing to private
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mediation denotes a mindset that both sides are taking
settlement seriously; the same cannot be said when both
sides are required to appear for a court-ordered settlement conference.
Another reason why mediation helps settle personal
injury cases is because the damage components are rarely
clearly defined; they take time to sort out. The damages
in a breach of contract case, for example, may be fairly
straightforward. In a personal injury case, however, when
it comes time to decide the value of past and future pain
and suffering, nothing is exact, most of it is subjective,
and everything is negotiable. Questions include whether,
and to what extent, the plaintiff is truly disabled and
unable ever to work again. Or will he or she be able to
return to the workforce at some point in the future and,
if so, in what capacity? When surveillance film of the
plaintiff shows a supposedly injured person walking,
driving and performing other activities, whether those
restrictions are significant, temporary, or someone’s wishful thinking must be assessed.
Evaluating the evidence and reaching an agreement
on the value of the damages takes time, much discussion
and comparisons of the opposing expert reports. This
painstaking process is better suited to mediation than
appraisal by a jury or a sitting judge. Complexities of
quantifying injury into a dollar amount indicate mediation as the best way to resolve those important issues.
Appraising damages in personal injury cases is neither
simple nor direct. A full discussion and analysis of the
multiple elements of damages in personal injury cases is
required before a case can be resolved.
When a serious personal injury case is coming close to
being called for trial on the court docket, the surest way
to resolve the case is by spending hours and, if necessary,
several days, in private mediation. Although it is possible to engage in settlement discussions while the trial is
under way, the time and witness pressures are such that
even the best multitasker is greatly challenged to both try
the case and negotiate a settlement. Moreover, the meter
will be already running for defense counsel, and checks
will have been cut by both sides for experts, so the savings on litigation costs and expenses, which many parties
seek to obtain by settling, will already be lost.
There are occasions where the attorney for the plaintiff
may be perceived to have oversold the value of the case
to his client, particularly at the time when the plaintiff
hires the attorney. Or it may be that the value of the case
was accurately assessed by the attorney for the plaintiff
at the inception of the attorney-client relationship, but
that later events have eroded its value. So, when it comes
time for settlement, the plaintiff may balk, “Wait, you
told me I had a great case, why are you changing your
mind now?” A neutral, such as a former judge, sitting as
mediator, can help persuade the plaintiff to agree upon a
sum somewhat less than originally anticipated, especially
if the plaintiff no longer has same great trust in the lawyer

and/or the lawyer lacks the ability to persuade the client
to appreciate the offer that is on the table.
Too often, a review of the case history reveals that
no meaningful settlement negotiations have taken place
between the time the action was commenced and its
placement on the trial calendar. Not only are the parties
not close to settlement, they are not even in the red zone.
Oddly, much of the time near the end of negotiation is
spent on the smaller dollars, since each side is looking
for its own fair advantage. Plaintiffs do not wish to leave
any money on the table, but the defense does not want
to pay one dollar more than necessary. Resolving these
final differences takes time and nuanced negotiations,
sometimes over several days. Our overburdened court
system lacks the critical resource time. Private mediators can place groups of lawyers in separate conference
rooms or breakout rooms and maintain continued negotiations for hours.
Achieving finality is one of the biggest advantages
of private mediation. If the case proceeds to trial and
the plaintiff recovers a larger than expected verdict, the
defense can appeal the verdict and, although that appeal
may be unsuccessful, it may be another year before the
plaintiff and plaintiff’s counsel receive any money. An
appeal on the defense side involves costs for printing the
record on appeal or ordering the transcript of the trial
proceedings as well as expenses of filing briefs. Insurance
carriers may balk at these additional outlays. In private
mediation, once the settlement agreement is signed, the
settlement check is issued within a specified period of
time.

Conclusion
In sum, litigation is designed to resolve disputes that
the parties have been unable to resolve on their own. No
one doubts that the courts are a useful and indispensable forum for dispute resolution. However, there are
times when the process distorts the problem. Too often in
litigation, the parties face each other and take on increasingly divergent positions, arguing that the accumulated
evidence supports their respective positions. Mediation
is quite the reverse, with the parties gradually moving
toward one another, making compromises along the way,
to arrive at a solution upon which both sides can agree.
It has been wisely said that mediation is like making a
soufflé, where sudden movements and loud noises are
discouraged.
Going the route of private mediation, picking the right
time to do so and the right mediator can achieve for the
parties and their counsel what courts often cannot. That
is the main takeaway from today’s litigation in difficult,
multifaceted personal injury cases, for those lawyers who
wish to succeed, whether they represent plaintiffs or
defendants.
■
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